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Admissions About Disability Precluded ADA Claim

 

By Linda H. Evans  1/29/2015 Permissions

 

A security guard who had been injured at a previous job and was told by his current employer that he

couldn’t return to work without passing a physical examination lacked a triable Americans with Disabilities

Act (ADA) claim based on admissions he made while applying for Social Security disability benefits, the 10th

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals held.

While claiming benefits from the Social Security Administration (SSA) for a workplace injury, Alphonso Myers

applied for and obtained a job as an armed security guard with Knight Protective Service. As part of the

hiring process, Myers had to answer a number of questions about his physical condition. At the time, Myers

had said he had no relevant disabilities.

Once Myers started working as a security guard, his supervisor, William Thompson, noticed that Myers

seemed to be in pain and questioned Myers about it. At that point, Myers admitted that he had undergone a

number of neck and back surgeries and had recurring pain. Thompson was concerned about Myers’ ability to

do the job of an armed guard and concerned that someone might grab his weapon or take him hostage.

Thompson told Myers that he couldn’t return to work without passing a physical exam.

After waiting months for the company to schedule an exam, Myers believed he had been terminated. He

sued, alleging that the company discriminated against him. The trial court ruled for the company, and the

10th Circuit affirmed.

To make out a discrimination claim under the ADA, an employee must, among other things, show that he or

she is qualified, with or without reasonable accommodation, to perform the essential functions of the job.



Myers acknowledged in his written employment application with Knight that the essential functions of his job

as an armed security guard required him to engage in frequent and prolonged walking, standing and sitting;

to react quickly to dangerous situations; to subdue violent individuals; and to lift heavy weights. Yet, in

representations Myers made to the SSA, he conceded that during the period in question he was constantly in

pain, could stand for only 20 minutes at a time, and could walk for just 10 or 15 minutes before needing to

stop. Myers told the agency that sometimes his pain was so severe he needed to stay at home and lie down,

and it was undisputed that since 2005 he had been unable to lift more than 10 pounds.

The 10th Circuit noted that the fact that an individual applied for or received Social Security disability benefits

would not always bar a discrimination claim. But when there are inconsistent statements made, there must

be a sufficient explanation for the contradiction, and Myers had failed to provide such an explanation.

Myers v. Knight Protective Service Inc., 10th Cir., No. 12-6056 (Dec. 22, 2014).

Professional Pointer: While the fact that an employee is receiving disability benefits will not always bar an

ADA claim, any statements made in applying for the benefits that are inconsistent with the employee’s

assertions about his or her ability to perform the job may be useful to the employer in defending against the

claim.

Linda H. Evans is an attorney with Neel, Hooper & Banes, P.C., the Worklaw® Network member firm in

Houston.
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